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        Ensuring the digital experience

        MyConnection Server evaluates true digital experiences, end to end, across any network.
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        VoIP & Video

        VoIP & Video Quality testing is essential to maintaining the user experience across VoIP applications, such as voice calls and video conferencing.

        VoIP & Video Assessment 

    
        Bandwidth Quality

        Conventional "speed" tests are meaningless without understanding the testing protocol. Bandwidth quality is the key to solving user experience issues.

        Bandwidth quality 

    
        Automated Testing

        Automated testing provides a seamless and secure way to gather key network performance data across single and multi-edge networks.

        Automated testing 

    
        User Experience

        Regardless of the application, the user experience is everything. Configure in-depth tests to ensure a network is fit for purpose.

        User Experience 

    
        Connection Capacity

        Determine if the capacity of a connection is adequate for the load being expected of it. Even large capacity connections can be over-subscribed.

        Connection Capacity 

    
        VoIP Testing Portal

        Deploy a public facing assessment portal to allow your users to validate network readiness and improve the user experience.

        Example testing portal 





    Trusted Worldwide
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            See the Quality of your Entire Network

            Our secure Satellite technology enables you to consistently measure the performance and quality of key network segments anywhere in the world. Maintaining a high level of digital experience across cloud services, at home users, network applications, and more is made easy with unrivaled quality metrics and detailed analysis.
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        Why choose MyConnection Server
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                    Our unrivaled understanding of how data moves is the backbone of the software we provide. MCS is secure, lightweight, and powerful. Offering both hosted and self-hosted deployments.
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                    HTTPS enabled web deployment including a plethora of security controls makes MCS ultra secure, which is essential in keeping customer data safe.
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                    Lightweight deployment. MCS can be installed in a matter of seconds and Satellite can be put out into the field in just a few minutes.

                

            

        

    



    
        
            ARTICLE

            Does Monitoring Solve Your Network Problems?

            Network Monitoring is a $2b+ industry and is projected to grow further. However, monitoring only gives you a snapshot at certain points on the network. This is akin to standing at one point on a freeway, seeing lots of cars flowing smoothly, and stating that the road (connection) is working well. But is it? how can you tell if a car is on time? Only the driver knows… Each car, like a data packet, is on a journey from one point to another and without testing the end-to-end connection you don't know how data is performing (user experience). A packet could be late, arriving out of order, retransmitted, etc.

            Testing your connection will uncover the true user experience.

            Do Network Monitoring Solutions Help or Hinder?
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    Bandwidth User Capacity Calculator

    The calculator below can be used to determine the maximum simultaneous users that an end-to-end network connection can support.

    	Line Capacity (Mbps)	
	Latency (ms)	
	


    
        The result below may surprise you. The common assumption is that more capacity means better performance. However, latency remains king when looking at user experience.

        Simultaneous Users: 

        Note, this calculation takes into account the minimum amount of data that can be sent for a user, which is 0.524Mb.

        Arrange a Demo to Learn More 
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        The Access Series platforms were designed to be immune to virus, dos and hack attacks that continually threaten business networks and applications. The Access solution is void of the layers that fall victim to such threats, no commercial operating system, file System, memory management structure, executables, scripts or other corruptible binaries. Through design the Access platform eliminates the common network threats, especially in the public domain where the these threats originate.

        The unique design of Access solution delivers an efficient architecture with overhead below 0.05%. So, unlike commercial platforms which are vulnerable to these threats, the Access Series solution delivers an accurate, robust, low cost, measurement platform that can be deployed in the public/private domain.
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